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Brand Guidelines for Journalists

BeSeeingYou is a niche digital publication for people seeking life-affirming 

adventures and micro-experiences. 

Through compelling content BeSeeingYou is committed to informing and 

connecting travellers, seekers and adventurers with others who share 

their values and those who provide the right experiences for them.

The objective of this guide is to focus all of our efforts on creating a 

publication of the highest quality. In doing so, we ensure a growing 

readership who return to our site time and again. 

 



Why we exist:

Our readers want to relate to real people doing real things so they can learn about what excites 

them and plan their “where to next?”.

We are telling compelling stories about the most exciting experiences so that others will want to 

go there too. 

We are answering the question “What are we going to do when we get there?”.

We build communities that turn our readers into the most inspirational story tellers in the world.

Our audience:

• All genders

• Financially independent professionals 

• Families with teens/older children

• Digital nomads

• People who travel regularly and are looking for guidance when planning their next trip.
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Glossary of BESEEINGYOU ‘terms’:

What we mean when we talk about Categories:

A category is a theme.

Each theme builds a community or ‘tribe’.

A journalist, ideally, will also be a member, or perhaps leader, of a tribe. 

What we mean when we talk about Tribes:

A tribe is a modern word for community.

We aim to create communities to give our readers a sense of belonging and a place they can 

share their stories and ideas with like-minded people. We are creating Travel Tribes to give our 

readers further incentive to return to our site time and again. 

What we mean when we talk about an Experience:

An experience is an event or activity that is specific to a category or tribe.

Shark cage diving is to an adventurer what a picnic at a wine farm might be to a foodie. 

Experiences educate us and enrich our view of the world. 

What we mean when we talk about a Review:

A review is a journalist’s view of an event, destination or activity after having personally 

participated in the experience. 
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Grammar & Style:

● Sentence case for post title and heading titles. Only capitalise proper nouns

● Standard UK English for spelling and other international differences

● Simple, relevant title

A call to action can be included in your title. Make your own fragrance in 

Franschhoek, or a list description, like 5 creative things to do in Bath. The title 

affects search engines, and leads to more hits and higher page ranking. That helps 

drive traffic to the Magazine.

● Use active voice when writing

● Be careful of gerunds (-ing words). They usually indicate passive voice

● Single spaces only between sentences

● No full stops after bullet pointed sentences except for the last point. The 

exception? When there is more than one sentence or the sentence is long.

•  
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Word counts: 

Standard article: 

Min 500 – Max 1500 words

Round-up and multiple review article: 

(eg: Top Five Places to Eat in London on Christmas Day) 

300 words per review

Please include: Address, phone number, approx. per head price

Heading:

1 deck heading 40 - 50 characters 

2 deck heading 80 - 100 characters 

 



Image guidelines: 

The adage “a picture is worth a thousand words” is an understatement in 

our competitive online publishing world. A picture must be a show 

stopper. 

Our images aim to draw the reader in, pique their curiosity and tantalise 

them to want more information. 

● Stories to be accompanied by 3 - 5 high resolution images 

● Main feature images -  minimum size of 2400 DPI (Dots per inch)  or 

2400x1600 Px (Pixels) 

● Feature images will be displayed horizontally. If provided as a 

vertical image we will crop them for horizontal use. 

● Supporting images can be slightly smaller and either vertical or 

horizontal

● Product images from PR companies will be used at the editor’s 

discretion.
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Our Tribes and guidelines for writing within those categories:
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
Tribe

ADVENTURER 
Tribe

MOTORING 
Tribe

FESTIVAL 
Tribe 

● Spas - highly rated, 

interesting location, 

unusual treatments

● Rituals, retreats, 

ceremonies

● Yoga, Meditation 

retreats

● Perfume making

● Exercise/food workshop

● Health and fitness expos

● Sweat lodges or 
ceremonies 

● Health & Beauty 
experiences 

● Remote places

● Unique destinations

● Rock climbing

● Canopy/tree tours

● Nature walks & walking 

bush tours

● Safari

● Sleeping under the stars

● Hiking to extraordinary 

places

● Swimming/snorkelling 

tours

● SCUBA excursions

● Shark-cage diving

● Big fish sea fishing

● Kayak tours 

● Cruises

● Test drives

● Driving experiences with 

an adventure element

● Events F1

● Drive with a well-known 

driver/ celebrity etc.

● Learn advanced skills – day 

courses

● Drive supercar/ superbike

● Motorhome review

● Caravan experiences

● Caravan reviews

● Music festivals

● Beer/wine festival

● Food fairs and festivals

● Film festivals

● Fire festivals

● Carnivals

● Markets

● Sports festivals and events



Our Tribes and guidelines for writing within those categories:
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FOODIE 
Tribe

CITY SLICKER
Tribe

CREATIVE
Tribe

ECO 
Tribe

● Food tours

● Distilleries

● Vegan/vegetarian 

experiences

● Best restaurants - highly 

-rated/acclaimed 

● Music food venue 

● food theatre

● Unusual service concept

● Food trucks 

● Food markets 

● Unique bars

● Rooftop Venue

● Wine estates

● Fine Dining

● Unique Dining (e.g Dining 

in the dark)

● Walking Tour

● Audio Tour

● Markets

● Museums & Galleries

● Spend Time with locals

● Carnivals

● Libraries

● Urban adventures 

● Unusual exhibitions and 

exhibition spaces

● Art in the Park

● Art retreats/tours

● Sculpture gardens

● Theatre/ Dance/drama 

experiences and tours

Tell the stories of people and  

places with a focus on 

sustainability, uplifting the 

surrounding community, 

protecting a species of plant or 

wildlife, maintaining an eco 

balance and a focus on 

renewable energy.

Answer the question: “Is there 

something the traveller can 

contribute that will make a 

difference in the world?

● Eco lodges
● Organic/sustainable 

farming



Article posting and process guideline:

The editor will maintain a pipeline of feature ideas for each journalist. 

Please submit 2 - 3 article ideas per month via email. Feel free to request 

assignments if you need ideas for your pipeline of articles.  

Completed articles should be submitted a week ahead of publish date and 

will be edited for tone, style, brand consistency and SEO. 

Articles will be published at the editor’s discretion. Should an article not 

be a good fit for our publication, you can publish it elsewhere. 

If you feel you have an experience that is not listed above and would be a 

great addition to one of our tribes, please do get in touch!

We consider you a valued part of our team and want to maintain open 

channels of communication as well as encourage idea-sharing whenever 

possible. Please feel free to email Clare at: clare@beseeingyou.world
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